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MORE THAN SKIN-DEEP
Now into its Mklll version is Rega’s Aria switchable MM/MC phono 
stage, as previewed at February’s Bristol Hi-Fi Show (seems like an 
eternity ago now, doesn’t it?).The only difference relative to the 
previous variant is a cosmetic facelift. Described as a “fresh new 
look for 2020”, it allows the £899 Aria Mklll to visually-complement 
other Rega electronics that the Essex firm hopes you’ll also buy
- among them the power supply that accompanies the Planar 10 
turntable, and the Aethos integrated amplifier. Rega put our minds 
at rest by making it clear that the Aria’s “outstanding musical 
performance” - made possible by discrete low-noise all-analogue 
circuitry, screened from any stray RFI signals by an aluminium case
- remains the same. It’s available now.

Further details: www.rega.co.uk/aria-mk3.html

AV-FI
Newly off Denon's Far-Eastern production lines is what the Japanese firm claims to be “the industry’s first 8K-ready (ultra-high definition) AV 
receivers...ushering in the next revolution in cinema and gaming”.

Needless to say, the press bumph concentrates on the video aspects of the AVC-X6700H (£2,299),AVC-X4700H (£l,399),AVC-X3700H 
(£999) and AVR-X2700H (£599). Armed with an overdose of acronyms, Denon’s enthusistic press officer advised us to ready ourselves for a 
“future 8K spread-out including eARC and HDRI0+, and enjoy 4K/120kHz gaming with VRR, QFT, QMS and ALLM right away”.

To facilitate all this, the new X-Series AVRs feature a “dedicated 8K HDMI input enabling 8K/60Hz and 4K/l20Hz video pass-through, 
expanded HDR format support (including HDRI0+ and Dynamic HDR) and a new HDMI feature called Quick Media Switching (QMS), which 
allows a source to instantly-switch the resolution or frame-rate to eliminate screen blackout”.

And sound-related matters? eARC (enhanced Audio Return Channel) allows “uncompressed and object-based audio” to be transmitted from 
TV to AVR via a single HDMI cable, the receiver identifying the “best available surround format for decoding.” Among the latter are more DTSs, 
Dolbys and DSPs than you can shake a (memory) stick at.The app-controlled HEOS feature allows music to be wirelessly-streamed, across 
compatible components, from a variety of streaming services including Spotify, Napster, Amazon Music HD,Tuneln, Deezer, SoundCloud and 
TIDAL. You could even play, Denon explained, a different song in each connected room if so desired. Also supported are Apple AirPlay 2, DLNA 
and Bluetooth.

These receivers will also play MP3,WAV, FLAC,ALAC and DSD (2.8/5.6 MHz) files. Denon have however found space for a MM phono stage 
among the HDMIs, HDRs,VRRs, Ethernets and USBs...

Further details: Denon, www.denon.com/en-GB

AFFORDABLE REFERENCE
QED was one of the first firms to recognise the importance of interconnects in a hi-fi system. 
Now, after forty-five or so years, we have the latest incarnation of QED’s “Reference High 
Resolution” USB cable - that one would use to, for example, connect a PC to a DAC.

Intended to deliver an “enjoyable, musical performance over long listening-sessions” it is 
claimed to “exceed all the requirements for high-resolution audio...DSD, MQA and PCM beyond 
24-bit/l92kHz”.The new interconnect’s high-tech refinements include an “impedance-controlled 
data-lane” that behaves “within strictly-defined parameters”, complete isolation between 
the USB power and data lanes for “more accurate audio transmission” and a “unique” zinc
manganese floating-ferrite jacket to keep unwanted high-frequency noise at bay.

The Reference High Resolution uses 24AWG twisted-pair OFC conductors and foamed- 
polyethylene dielectrics, uniformly-bound by an aluminium/mylar wrap for double-shielding 
(uncommon in USB cables, QED assures us). Pricing is sensible at £75 (0.6m), £80 (Im), £90 
(2m) and £100 (3m).

Further details: www.qed.co.uk
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